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Well.. It's an experience, that's for sure. This shows promise, but, if I must be blunt, it's not worth the 12 bucks list price, at
15-20 total minutes of gameplay, once you've died a few times and know what to do.
I will NOT be returning it, because this looks like it could be amazing, but as things stand, there's literally only a few minutes of
gameplay, and the game itself calls itself a 'demo' after you get through the one locked door. The atmosphere is fantastic. The
graphics are quite... well, I don't want to say 'nice' cos it's a horror game with horrors from beyond the grave hunting you down
in a delapidated old mansion, so, 'nice' is not the right word, but it looks suitibly horrific. This is the groundwork for a
memorable horror game, but the fact is, even if a dish is high quality, if there's only a tiny morsel, you aren't going to want to
pay full meal price. This is amazing for the work of two guys, and I look forward to more, but as things stand, I look at this
more like a Kickstarter; I'm putting my money in the pot in hopes of a bigger game. As things stand ,this is a demo, or a 5 dollar
game at most; there's just not enough content to justify paying over 10 dollars. My vote will be positive, because, what is here is
amazing, but if I could vote 'neutral', I would.

TL;DR version. This is a phenominal demo, but, that's all it is. This is not a full game, and there are many more complete
experiences for less on Steam. If you love horror, and want to see this fleshed out, I say buy it. If you're more middling on scary
games, maybe invest elsewhere.. This is an RTS in it's simplest form, and that's what makes it great. There's one unit type, no
resources, and the strategy is in flanking, directing, outsmarting enemies, and the occasional crate (random powerup) drop. No
hard counters here. If you're looking for an in-depth, ultra-competitive RTS, this game is not for you. Otherwise, grab 2 or 3
copies, give them to your friends, and spend some hours watching your little pixel men shoot little pixel lasers at other pixel
men.. Nice little walking simulator made by one person.
Thanks to a bug I could replay the whole game.. I. YOU KILL HITL0R
II. KILLUMINATTY KILLFIRMED
III. LOLCATZ
IV. TRIPPED BALLZ A BIT AFTER 10+ REPLAYS
V. KALINKA MALINKA
VI. EASY FOR 100% HUNTERS
VII. VODKA AND KALASHNIKOV
IIX. BSOD
IX. DO YOU LIKE SHOOTING DOWN PLANES?
X. STALIN APPROVES (OR YOU GO TO GULAG)
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This is the perfect mix of space sim and arcade shenanigans. Absolutly love everything about it.

It is a ton of laughs if you get some friends together to play some Co-Op.. Loved this game.
Kept me captivated until the early hours of Monday morning.
Bravo to Choice Of Games.
10\/10. Marvelous soundtracks for a marvelous game. I especially like the morse code part.... It's gone. It's been over for years.
There is no server. There is no support website. There are also no news posts about it being closed, but all there is left to this
game now is watching "Verifying Credentials" indefinitely because there is no server to verify anything with. Other portals have
removed this game from their library, but not Steam. Steam just refuses to tell you it's a dead end.. This game is the best. It is a
representation of the opression that the middle class faces with a rapidly expanding wealth gap. This game is pure poetry. 4/10..
Wow Free DLC!!! The DLC Is Pretty Cool it adds in Lots of stuff
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